
YEUNGA PESALANGALA

Event No YI –YUVA007

Organizing Department Yi –Yuva Club

Associate Dept. | NSC Yi –Yuva Club

Date 04/01/2023 to 07/01/2023 (4 Days)

Time 09:00 AM to 10:00 AM

Event Type Competition

Event Level Inter-College

Venue Final Year Civil Class

Total Participants 25

Students - Internal 15

Students - External 10

Related SDG

Involved Staffs

Sl Name Role

1 Indhira Devi P Coordinator

Outcome

It is individual competition where the participants deliver their Coimbatore slang speech, and the purpose of a speech contest is to provide
an opportunity for speakers to improve their speaking abilities and to brand the Coimbatore slang.

Event Summary

Coimbatore Vizha is a “Celebration for the People of Coimbatore, by the People of Coimbatore”. It is an initiative facilitated by Yi YUVA
Coimbatore Chapter and Coimbatoreans to celebrate the spirit of our city. It symbolizes a colorful and rich celebration of the culture,
heritage, and social spirit of the people of Coimbatore. The Yenunga pesalangala is an event to find young students to speak out in
Coimbatore slang. This event is conducted on the occasion of Covai Vizha 2023. Volunteering Committee played a better role in carrying
out the event successfully right from the start till the end. It is an opportunity for the students to test their accomplishments at the College
level. This gives them exposure and is a celebration of Covai Vizha. This event is conducted between January 4th to January 7th, 2023. Not
only Coimbatore students participated, but students from many districts also participated. Participants' speeches were very interesting to
hear and they explained the various untold story about Coimbatore. The recorded videos were posted on our Instagram page (yiyuvakpriet).
Many people got to know about Coimbatore and posted their comments. There were 25 participants in this speech competition who shook
us up with their numerous points and reasoning skills for the provided topics. They gave us a hard time in choosing the winner if
exaggerated. The active involvement that the participants had shown us is what made the competitions a grand success. Based on the likes
and skills the winners were selected and awarded Cash Prizes. The Videos were evaluated by Ms. P. Indhiradevi AP(Sr. G). E- certificate
was provided to all the participants.

*** END ***
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